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The BBC documentary How Facebook Changed the
World traces the impact that social media had during
the Arab Spring. The film reads as a celebration of
how digital technologies facilitated an unprecedented
political upheaval in 2011, but Facebook turned
out to be the least interesting aspect of the film.
Instead, a much more powerful underlying story was
revealed, describing how information can spread, in
more surprising ways, across a city. The film shows
Egyptian activists discussing how an everyday,
screen-less site was paramount in bringing people
together on Tahir Square - namely the taxi.
Inspired by the Tunisian revolts, Egyptian activists
planned a protest on Cairo’s Tahir Square on the
25 of January 2011. The task was how to reach as
many people as possible - problematic considering
that only 20% of Cairo residents had access to the
Internet. The organizers devised a different course
of action, one that takes advantage of taxi drivers’
‘gift of gab’ and position in a physical social network.
They realised that if they could direct conversations
towards the gathering at Tahir, taxi drivers would
spread the word and the protest would be a success.
Initially, activists tried to talk directly to taxi drivers.
But they soon discovered that due to the highly
politicised nature of their subject, conversations
would turn into arguments and discussion rather than
dissemination. The solution was found in exploiting
human nature through the use of gossip. Instead
of direct conversation the activists allowed the taxi
drivers to overhear a cell phone conversation where

they would disclose the details of the protests. Taxi drivers
eavesdropped and believing they had overheard a secret,
began to spread the message.
Our interactive piece reflects on this event to question how
knowledge is created and spread in the first place, and
what happens when it is turned into Intellectual Property.
Taking advantage of the authority a data-entry has once it
is added to the blockchain, Gossip on the Block plays with
the interactions between the informal and untrusted and
the highly formalised and trustworthy. It questions what
Intellectual Property is, who it is produced by and for whom.
Could we imagine a sort of Intellectual Property that adds
intrigue to information? One that is produced and consumed
locally? That finds its value in the scarce and colloquial
rather than the ubiquitous and global? What would the
market for this be like?
We reference these questions by appealing to the ability
of blockchain technologies to re-introduce scarcity into the
otherwise fluid space and endless copies of digital goods.
Instead of reproducing and reinforcing the same relations of
property rights in the digital space, we ask what are the new
and fine-grained ways that blockchain facilitates the curation
of conditions of access and a contribution to digital goods?
How might blockchain not simply enforce but radically
transform what Intellectual Property is, how it is determined
and enforced? What are the new possibilities that arise from
the application of blockchain in this context?

certain perspectives. Finally, once the vehicle
arrives at the taxi stop (where the GossipTotem[1]
is situated), the gossip is registered on the
blockchain and made broadly accessible and
marketable.
Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technologies
create new possibilities for governing IP in
new and more open ways, allowing for trusted
management, shared data and knowledge layers
across industries. In this installation, however,
we explore the more informal aspects of these
questions, tracing what might happen if the more
volatile and unpredictable nature of rumours
and gossip become tokenised, formalised and
immutable on the blockchain.
The GossipTotem transforms Gossip into
Intellectual Property via blockchain prediction
market verification. The CivicTotem suggests an
alternative model based on hashing tables where
verification of local knowledge is done deliberately
rather than via the market and contributes
to a common resource of local histories and
knowledge. The MakerTotem allows for a
community of makers to determine differential
access based on fine-grained commons and
commercial contractual arrangements.

The Installation
We are in a neighbourhood, more specifically a taxi, which
has now become not only a vehicle for transportation but
also a vessel for the capture of informal exchanges of
rumours. We expanded on the case of gossip as common
knowledge that circulates and is registered but whose
meaning mutates with the ear that hears it and the mouth
that voices it. A different path of light arises depending on
the route the taxi follows within the model city. Gossip and
rumours happen within the taxi and can be only heard from

[1] The idea of a Totem as physical and digital node that

operates as a common pool of tokens or digital assets for
a community was inspired by the Freecoin totem wallet:
https://dcentproject.eu/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/
D5.5-Implementation-of-digital-social-currencyinfrastructure-.pdf
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Gossip
Chain
- A reputation and market-backed ledger of rumours

worried that immigration will check the GossipChain and
cause problems at his restaurant. He submits a challenge
to her gossip, and because his restaurant is so popular
gains plenty of signatures in his favour. The more people
sign his challenge against Alice’s gossip, the more Alice’s
reputation as well as that of her co-signatories goes
down, potentially affecting their future ability to earn
from submitting gossip. Alice was counting on licensing
her accumulated gossip about the catering industry to a
high profile food magazine but the value of her gossip
is dropping due to the signatures gathered against her
claim. A secondary prediction market taking bets on the
outcome is primarily backing Alice’s claim - driving more
people to go to the neighbourhood GossipTotem to submit
signatures supporting Alice. The neighbourhood rallies
in support for Bob, holding pickets and picnics by the
GossipTotem to prevent anyone from supporting Alice
with more signatures. Alice watches, as her future ability
to earn from her GossipChain reputation is determined
through the competition between the prediction market
and Bob’s popularity in the neighbourhood and ability to
gather support and signatures…

GossipChain uses scores and prediction markets
to assess the value and reliability of a given piece
of gossip. Gossip about a specific place can only
be submitted to the chain at the gossip totem for
the neighbourhood. Reliability is assessed based
on the reputation of the person submitting the
gossip. There are two ways that contributors gain
reputation: 1) through the market demand for their
gossip and 2) through checkers who vouch for a
piece of gossip by adding their signatures. Evidence
for and against the piece of gossip is incentivised
by a prediction market. Those signing the piece of
gossip will gain financial rewards for verifying the
information but on the other hand will be financially
punished if evidence is added that contradicts this
information.

Components

The story

Gossip Totem: Neighbourhood totem where Gossip about
a local place is submitted and retrieved using a Gossip
Wallet.

Alice has many friends in the catering industry
and has recently heard that Bob, the owner of
an otherwise very popular competitor restaurant
does not have the correct immigration papers.
She submits this gossip on the GossipChain. The
restaurant is popular, so plenty of people want
to hear what her gossip is and pay for access to
it, and Alice quickly starts to make money from
submitting this gossip. Five of Alice’s friends sign
her piece of gossip, giving her a good reputation
that further increases the value of her gossip. In
the meantime, Bob the restaurant owner is getting

Gossip Wallet: Allows a person to 1) submit new Gossip;
2) retrieve Gossip information; 3) participate and receive
rewards in the Gossip prediction markets. The Gossip
application is the interface to the public blockchain
(Ethereum), the Decentralised Storage (IPFS) and Search
/ Indexing database(s) (IPDB).
Digital asset: Gossip and reputation
Blockchain used for: Identity validation, tokenisation
of gossip and reputation, prediction markets based on
tokens.

Gossip Smart Contract: Bootstrapping the
Ethereum public blockchain, gossip chain is
created through a smart contract responsible for
all the Gossip system functionality.
Decentralised Storage (IPFS Storage): The
decentralised storage of gossip details in digital
format (text, pictures, audio, video, etc.).
Gossip Validation Application: The custom local
application for validators responsible for Gossip
classification that allows people to challenge
gossip but also to automate classification using
artificial intelligence.
Prediction market: Gossip is also verified through
price mechanisms in a prediction market (for
example Gnosis) where people can bet on what
gossip is truthful or not.
Artificial Intelligent Classifier: To automate
the process of classification of Gossip entries
and details, validators may use artificial
intelligence components to simplify the process of
classification.
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